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Abstract Production plants are usually kept in operation
for several decades. During this long operational phase oper-
ation requirements and other production conditions change
frequently. Accordingly, the plants have to be adjusted in
behavior and/or structure by adapting software and physics
of the plant to avoid degeneration. Unfortunately, in indus-
trial practice, changes, especially smaller ones, are often
performed ad-hoc without appropriate adaptation of formal
models or documentation. As a consequence, knowledge
about the process is only implicitly available and an eval-
uation of performed changes is often omitted, resulting
in sub-optimal production performance. Present research
approaches to overcome these deficiencies usually concen-
trate on (a) manual modelling with manual or automatic
analysis on a high level of abstraction; or (b) on automatic
model generation from observations without lifting gathered
knowledge to easy interpretable indicators. The approach
presented in this paper combines both methods (a) and (b) by
learning models from observation of input / output signals of
the production plant’s control system. Semantics are added
by using a priori information modelling which is less tedious
compared to modelling the process itself. The learned mod-
els are used to automatically detect changes by continuously
comparing their behavior with real plant behavior during
operation aswell as to evaluate performed changes.An analy-
sis of the models results in high-level property values such
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as key performance indicators or flexibility measures of the
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Due to high investment costs, production plants are usually
kept in operation for many years up to several decades [55].
During this long operational phase requirements and environ-
mental conditions change frequently [47]. To keep the plants
profitable despite of high operating and maintenance costs
(i.e. to avoid degeneration), the plants have to be adapted in
accordance with changed production conditions and market
demands [37]. In other words, production plants undergo an
evolution process during their operational phase. Moreover,
evolutionary changes should be seen as a part of the plant’s
life-cycle rather than as an exceptional activity [42,47].

The recommended way of applying changes on a tech-
nical system is to carry out a re-engineering process by (1)
formalizing new or changed requirements, (2) designing a
system solution (by changing the existing one), preferably in
a model-based approach (3) verifying this solution against
the requirements, and (4) finally implementing the desired
changes on the real system [8].

However, formalizing requirements and pre-evaluating
changes before implementation is often omitted in practice,
instead, changes due to informal requirements are directly
implemented [8,15,47]. The main reason for this course of
action is high time and cost pressure [8]. Especially small
unanticipated changes implemented within short periods of
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time usually lack appropriate documentation and evaluation
[47]. Companies often inadequately evaluate manufactur-
ing properties after changes have been carried out [8]. This
especially holds for evaluations in terms of non-functional
properties such as, for example, performance or flexibility
measures.

Obviously, this practice entails risks and disadvantages.
The changed behavior is not properly documented and, as a
consequence, process knowledge is not explicitly available
[22]. Documented plant behavior does not completely cover
the real plant behavior and may even contradict the actual
system implementation. To close a-posteriori the resulting
knowledge gap between explicitly (formally) documented
plant behavior and real plant behavior is usually an error
prone activity demanding high effort.

Moreover, production plants are highly complex. Differ-
ent disciplines are involved in the (re-)engineering process,
namely mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and
software engineering [46]. In accordance, evaluating changed
behavior includes evaluating the complex interrelationships
between those disciplines [9]. Furthermore, changes in one
discipline can affect others [47]. For this reason, unintended
cross-discipline property shifts may arise when changes are
implemented [53]. Detecting and evaluating such unwanted
side-effects can be very complicated and time consuming
[47], especially under consideration of the aforementioned
deficiencies of undocumented changes. As a result, non-
functional properties may be unsatisfactory distinctive, and
unnecessary weaknesses are even not recognized by the staff.
Therefore, ensuring consistency between documentation and
behavior for assuring quality belongs to the main challenges
when considering evolving production plants [48].

1.2 Overview of the Approach

The considered systems are manufacturing plants and
machines producing discrete goods. In contrast to process
plants which deal with continuous product flows and vari-
ables, these systems are characterized by discrete variables
[16]. Accordingly, the automation systems controlling the
plants deal with binary input and output signals and the state
of the controlled system can be modelled as a discrete event
system with sufficient meaningfulness [2].

The approach proposed in this paper aims at support-
ing the automatic documentation of behavioral changes of
these systems by exploiting event traces occurring in automa-
tion systems of manufacturing plants. To do so, traces of
the binary input and output signals which can be observed
between the sensors and actuators on the one hand and the
controllers [(in most cases, Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs)], henceforth called I/O-traces, are recorded.

Models reflecting different aspects of the plant behavior
are automatically generated from these traces. Internal vari-

ables of the controllers are explicitly not considered because
program execution may be influenced otherwise and accep-
tance of the approach is expected to be higher if no insight
into the control software is required. The learned models are
called knowledge models since they carry knowledge about
the underlying automated technical process.

In order to generate specific models and to analyze those
models regarding high-level properties, recorded signals
are embedded in an information model which provides the
semantics of the signals. This allows interpreting the I/O-
traces and generating models with high abstract semantics.
Ameta-model including commonly needed base semantics is
provided to keep the effort for creating an information model
as small as possible. Behavior changes are detected auto-
matically by online monitoring and comparing the observed
I/O-traces with the model behavior. An automatic analysis
of the learned models allows deriving actual values of non-
functional properties as a basis for evaluating changes in the
plant behavior. In summary, the approach tries to lift low-
level semantics such as simple true- or false states of sensor
and actuator signals to high abstract property values that can
also be understood by the plant management.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2
discusses the state of the art in manufacturing system analy-
sis and automated model generation in order to explain the
trade-off between modelling effort and knowledge abstrac-
tion. Section 3 examines the systems under considerations
for the presented approach. Assumptions are defined and
the properties of interest are discussed to justify the deci-
sions taken in the approach. Subsequently, a case study plant
is shortly introduced which is used as a running example
throughout this contribution. The approach is explained in
detail in Sect. 5 and it is shown how the example properties
introduced in Sect. 3 are determined in the case study. The
paper concludes with a summary and some outlook on future
work.

2 Manufacturing Analysis and Automated Model
Generation: State of the Art

The analysis of production processes is in general based on
an analysis of models which reflect the behavior of themanu-
facturing plants. Different models can be used, either during
the design, implementation, and test phase of a production
system (see Sect. 2.1), or during the operation phase of a
plant, for the diagnosis of systems and their behavior [46],
see Sect. 2.2.

2.1 Model-Driven Engineering and Model-Driven
Testing

One approach suitable to design and pre-verify automated
production systems is the concept of model driven engineer-
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ing (MDE).MDE iswidely used in software engineering, and
several approaches employ MDE for the plant automation
domain [50]. Usually, MDE uses both structural and behav-
ioral models. Different modelling languages have been used
for the MDE of automated production systems, e.g. general
modelling techniques like the unified modelling language
(UML) [41] or languagesmore tailored for systems engineer-
ing as the systems modelling language (SysML) [50]. Often,
these approaches result in automatically generated control
code [7,41,49].

Modelling languages as UML and SysML allow for an
abstract view on the system solution during engineering and
result in proper documentation artefacts. But, on the other
hand, these MDE approaches have in common that an analy-
sis of the modelled system solution is highly dependent on
the model granularity. Relations to requirement fulfillment
are to be modelled manually and correctness of these rela-
tionships is usually dependent on experience and modelling
skills of the modeler. Apart from structural compatibility,
automatic verification in the field of technical systems and
especially manufacturing systems is rather rare [17]. One
approach trying to automatically verify functional confor-
mance is presented in [32]. The authors use model-checking
for verifying compatibility of a system model with its cor-
responding requirements model. However, results are still
strongly related to the model granularity. As a fact, mod-
elling effort highly increases with rising model granularity.
In addition, detailed knowledge about system parts and their
behavior is needed to create an accurate model.

Other systemanalysis techniques are based on pure behav-
ior modelling with automata, Petri nets, and other state
or event-based modelling languages. They are suitable for
requirement analysis, specification, rough and detail design,
testing, simulation, as well as formal analysis and verifica-
tion [44]. Petri nets, for example, are a common modelling
language for system analysis [12,35]. Different formal Petri
net definitions have been developed and used for MDE such
as e.g. High-level Petri nets [24]. It has also been shown that
Petri nets are a suitable modelling language for the analysis
of high abstract properties of production plants, such as their
flexibilities [5,6].

However, model based analysis and simulation only ver-
ifies models of the systems but not the systems themselves.
Often assumptions about properties have to be made which
may results in erroneous models which render the verifi-
cation less useful [20]. Accordingly, all assumptions made
during modelling have to be true to verify the real system.
Furthermore, the system implementation has to be done cor-
rectly. Implementation errors, e.g. during commissioning of
the plant, are not covered by the models and therefore not
detected during verification [29].

Verifying conformance of implemented software with its
specification is tackled by the field of software testing. Differ-

ent approaches from software engineering have been adapted
to the automation domain [18]. In test-first development, test
cases are defined prior or in parallel to the system design
in order to test the control software after implementation
[52]. Test cases usually represent requirements and, there-
fore, test execution correlates with requirement verification.
However, defining the test cases demands expert knowledge
and is, consequentially, error prone and requires high effort.
The idea of model-based testing (MBT) tries to reduce the
effort of test case generation [34]. Here, formal behavior
specifications, (e.g. state machines) are used to automati-
cally generate test cases. Other approaches generate formal
specifications from test-cases (cf. [3,43]). However, these
approaches also demand manual modelling either of test
cases or specification/requirement models. Similar to MDE,
the quality of testing is highly dependent on the modelling
skills and experience of the engineer creating models or test
cases. In addition, testing is restricted to the software. The
interrelated behavior of software and physics cannot be tested
following this approach [29].

To summarize, all approaches discussed above have
in common that manual modelling effort is needed. This
demands modelling experts with detailed knowledge about
the system to be implemented and its behavior. Assump-
tions have to be made which may be wrong due to either
insufficient knowledge about the system and its interre-
lated behavior or faulty implementation. Additionally, as
discussed in Sect. 1, formal models are often not created
or adapted in practice due to high time and/or cost pressure,
especially when applying ad-hoc changes.

2.2 Model-Based Diagnosis During Operation

Detecting faults in the behavior of technical systems dur-
ing runtime is the topic of fault detection and isolation
(FDI). Here supervision is used to compare signal models
or process models with actual system behavior. These mod-
els may be continuous models, discrete event models, or
hybrid models (cf. [19,23,45]). Approaches use predefined
models (white-box approach), or behavior models learned
from process observation (black-box approach) where no a-
priori model is needed. Approaches for continuous systems
use machine learning techniques to e.g. parametrize linear or
non-linear differential equations, train neural networks, esti-
mate initial states for observers, or estimate parameters for
fuzzy-models depending on the type of the observed process
and the amount of available structural information, cf. [1,23].
Some approaches learn hybrid automata to capture system
behavior which comprises of both discrete and continuous
system dynamics, cf. [36]. For discrete event systems, most
learning algorithms generate automata (cf. [38]) or Petri nets
(cf. [31]) from the I/O-traces of the plant.
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After learning, process behavior is compared to model
behavior during runtime. Whenever a deviation is detected,
it is considered as a fault. Manufacturing processes are usu-
ally highly concurrent, resulting in a huge amount of possible
states. As a result, learned models tend to be highly com-
plex, and a diagnosis on a high-level of abstraction apart
from the signal level seems to be difficult. One approach try-
ing to reduce model complexity is to learn partial models.
The algorithm presented in [38], for example, automati-
cally divides the gathered data into subsets to create partial
automata of the system behavior. However, an interpretation
on property level is still rarely possible since no seman-
tics of the signals are known. Another approach is to use
a-priori information. This information has to be kept to
a minimum to not highly increase time and effort con-
sumption. In [4], the events which occur in I/O-traces are
manually assigned to different processes. This includesmod-
elling in advance which events consume or release resources
for these processes which later allows an interpretation of
generated models and detected anomalies on a higher level
of abstraction. However, specific events are needed, which
may be not (externally) available in the automation sys-
tem.

Our approach also uses a priori information to lift the
behavior models acquired from I/O-traces to a higher level
of abstraction. But only events are considered which are
externally available, i.e. can be collected from the auto-
mated production system without additional effort. And, in
contrast to [4], no specific events are needed. It is rather
assumed that typical sensor and actuators are used and the
signal semantics can be assigned from a given meta-model.
Learning algorithms and analysis algorithms are defined
on that meta-model. The approach will be described in
Sect. 5.

3 Assumptions and Preliminary Examination of
Considered Systems

The main purpose of the outlined approach is to automati-
cally learn models and subsequently analyze these models
regarding typical non-functional properties of interest. As it
is not possible to find algorithms and methods for learning
and analysis of all kinds ofmanufacturing plants, and general
properties of interest also differ when comparing, for exam-
ple, continuous plants and discrete parts manufacturing, we
will state some assumptions and restrictions for the consid-
ered systems (Sect. 3.1). However, the restrictions covermost
discrete goods productions and, therefore, the range of con-
sidered systems is still enormously wide. Subsequently, we
discuss the high level properties of interest for this approach
suitable to evaluate performance of the considered systems
(Sect. 3.2).

3.1 Assumptions and Restrictions

One way to classify manufacturing processes is to divide
them into discrete parts processes and continuous processes
(cf. [11]). The systems considered here are discrete parts
processes with discrete dynamics, fully controlled by pro-
grammable logic controllers (PLCs). In other words, the
subject of the manufacturing systems considered here are
discrete goods (workpieces) which are automatically trans-
ported by a material flow system and processed by a set
of machines. The considered systems may produce various
products. The different workpiece types can be distinguished
by measurements, e.g. by measuring color, shape, or mater-
ial.

In addition, the system behavior can be modelled in terms
of a discrete event system (DES). This holds for most discrete
parts manufacturing plants [16] such as flow shop systems,
automatic transfer line systems, job shop systems, flexible
manufacturing systems, and assembly systems [35]. Each
discrete state can be represented as a set of binary sen-
sor and actuator signal values. The sensor signals are input
signals of one or more PLCs which cyclically and deter-
ministically process the sensor events and calculate binary
actuator signals accordingly. Typical sensor signals arework-
piece detection signals (e.g. stemming from lightbarriers)
and machine movement signals (e.g. from position indicator
switches). Typical actuator signals are e.g. motor on/off (e.g.
to control a conveyor belt or a machine tool).

Since the approach is based on model learning, it is
assumed that the externally visible behavior (characterized
by the I/O-traces, i.e. the chain of events) has been observed
completely and fault-free during an observation phase. Fur-
ther, it is assumed that the behavior has been observed by
a subscription mechanism, i.e. the observed behavior is pro-
vided in a trace of events, and each event describes the change
of an I/O-signal and has a timestamp1 assigned.

3.2 Properties of Interest

The properties to be automatically determined should be
interpretable by the plant staff, especially the plant manage-
ment and allow an evaluation of the production. Therefore,
the properties of interest for this approach are non-functional
properties generally defined for production plants. Examples
for such properties are differentKPIs like the throughput rate,
the allocation ratio, or the utilization efficiency as defined in
ISO 22400-2 [13]. Other properties like different measures
for flexibilities as given e.g. in [40] are also considered. Obvi-
ously, only those properties can be determined which are
operationalized in such a way that they are reflected in the

1 Such data can easily be obtained e.g. by using the commonly used
OPC technology (cf. [30]).
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I/O-traces [26]. In the following, we will discuss exemplarily
two properties of sufficient complexity.

3.2.1 Throughput Rate

The throughput rate is, according to ISO 22400 [13], an
important index for the production since it directly describes
the outcome of a manufacturing process by indicating the
produced quantity per unit time. The throughput rate is cal-
culated as the ratio of produced quantity and the actual
order execution time. The order execution time is defined
as the time difference between start time and end time of
a production order. Since orders are usually processed in
manufacturing execution systems and, therefore, cannot be
extracted from I/O-traces, we will simplify the actual order
execution time as the time difference between the first work-
piece entering the plant and the last one leaving it during
the observation. Since production of different product types
may take different durations, this information is only valu-
able in combination with the product mix that has been
produced. Additional important information for evaluation
of the throughput rate is the mean production time needed
for each product type. Accordingly, the following charac-
teristics are needed to calculate and evaluate the throughput
rate:

– Time needed for production of all products in a certain
observation phase

– Number of produced goods (per product type)
– Mean time needed for production of products (per prod-
uct type)

3.2.2 Process Flexibility

A more complex property is the process flexibility which is
defined as related to “the set of part types that the system can
producewithoutmajor setups” [40]. Proposedmeasurements
for process flexibility concentrate on the number of parts the
system can (or cannot) produce (respectively the range of
treatable shapes, sizes, etc.) or the effort to change between
different parts. The given definition correlates with the def-
inition of product mix flexibility response by Wahab which
is given as “the ability to change between current products”
and specifically the ease to do it [51]. Wahab also gives a
metric for measuring the product mix flexibility response of
a system:

SPMFR = 1
m

m∑

j=1

n∑

k=1

n∑

l=k

pk j akl (1)

Herem denotes the number of machines in the plant, n the
number of distinct product types, and pkj is the probability

that product k will be processed at machine j . Wahab also
gives a metric for pkj depending on the number of operations
the machine can perform and the efficiency of the operation.
However, since our approach is based on observations, we
can also define pkj as the ratio of number of produced prod-
ucts of type k processed at machine j to the overall number
of produced products of type k.

The parameter akl is defined as

akl = |Tk ∩ T l |
|Tk ∪ T l | (2)

with Tk and Tl as the sets of tools needed for the production
of product k and product l, respectively.Which tools are used
is probably not reflected in I/O-traces. Therefore, tools are
replaced by operations.

In summary, the following basic properties are to be deter-
mined for this definition of process flexibility:

– Number of processing machines in the plant
– Assignment of product types to processing machines
– Set of operations needed to produce each product type

4 Exemplary Case Study

For a better understanding of the approach, we shortly
introduce here a case study which has been carried out to
evaluate the approach on a laboratory plant at the Automa-
tion Technology Institute of the Helmut-Schmidt-University
in Hamburg (Fig. 1, upper part). Results of the case study
are provided in Sect. 5 to exemplify the approach.

The plant is divided into five subsystems, each controlled
by its own PLC, with altogether 150 binary sensor and actua-
tor signals. It consists of 12 conveyor belts, 8 turntables, and
3 different machine tools. The plant is able to process differ-
ent workpiece types, identified by reed contacts at the plant
entrance. In the case study, the plant has been run to deal
with six workpieces of two different types, Type 1 and Type
2. The three workpieces of Type 1 have been sorted out after
entering the plant by means of the first turntable. The three
workpieces of Type 2 have been processed by the machine
tools. One single production cycle is shown in the lower part
of Fig. 1 by an abstract state machine. Since the workpieces
do not pass any position in the plant more than once during
production, there are no equivalent states or transitions in the
automaton. Accordingly, without formal proof, the automa-
ton is a minimal realization of one single production cycle.
Note that different workpieces can be processed at the same
time and, accordingly, different production cycles can run in
parallel. However, each subsystem (SS1–SS5) can carry only
one workpiece per time.
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Fig. 1 Case study laboratory plant. Up Plant top view—conveyor belts, turntables, machines. Down State machine of one production cycle

All events generated by the signals during operation have
been recorded by using an OPC data logger connected to
the plant I/Os via Ethernet communication. All algorithms
have been implemented in Matlab and can be provided on
demand.

5 Approach for Automated Change Evaluation
from I/O-Event Traces

In this section, we will present our approach in detail. The
generic concept framework is discussed in the following

paragraphs. Subsequently, the methods required to imple-
ment the concept are presented.

The main focus of the approach is on lifting raw data (the
I/O events) to knowledge in terms of abstract property values
(see Fig. 2). Manual effort has to be kept to a minimum in
order to meet the practical boundary conditions discussed in
Sect. 1. However, as known from knowledge management,
data can just be raised to information by adding a meaning to
the data, respectively by adding semantics (cf. [33]). There-
fore, the approach follows the idea of injecting semantics by
information modelling. To keep the manual effort low, the
required semantics are restricted to the plant topology and
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Fig. 2 Generic concept to determine property values

the types of recorded signals. In addition, a meta-model for
the signal types is given (see Sect. 5.1).

Based on these semantics, the data is automatically
separated to reduce model complexity and to be able to
depict specific aspects of the process. Subsequently, the pre-
processed data is used to automatically learn knowledge
models (Sect. 5.2).Many properties of interest can be derived
from thematerial flowwithin themanufacturing plant. There-
fore, one type of knowledge models depicts the material flow
including the number of products treated during production
as well as their routing and all timing information. In addi-
tion, for each technical resource in the plant, one model is
learned reflecting the resource’s behavior. The whole set of
learned models is used to detect changes during runtime. To
do so, anomaly detection methods are used (see Sect. 5.3).
Finally, the models are automatically analyzed to calculate
property values (Sect. 5.4). Here, the semantics given in the
information model are exploited in order to correctly inter-
pret the models regarding the properties to be analyzed.

5.1 Information Modelling

The purpose of the information model is to provide seman-
tics needed for separating the data traces, learning models
reflecting specific aspects (e.g. the material flow), and ana-

Fig. 3 Meta model of the information model (left) and instance exam-
ple of the case study (right)

lyzing the models. The structure of the model expresses the
plant topology. On the lowest level of this hierarchicalmodel,
all I/O signals are assigned to the technical resources, e.g. a
conveyor, a turntable, or a machine tool. Further, each signal
is provided with a SignalType including the meaning of the
signal. The meta-model of the information model is given in
Fig. 3 on the left side. An example of such an information
model is given on the right side of Fig. 3, showing partially
the information model of the case study plant. Here, three
hierarchical levels are given in the topology model. On the
top level the plant is modeled as a whole. The second level
consists of the subsystems and the lowest level consists of the
single technical resources. The example shows machine tool
M3 in subsystem SS5 and the corresponding signal B5_A09.
This actuator signal is for switching on and off the tool and
is therefore of type A.WPModify.

Signal types are predefined to reduce effort in creating the
information model and to define algorithms using the pro-
vided information. The most important signal types, which
are used by the general algorithms and rules, are explained
in Table 1. Further signal types could be added for specific
analysis or to define further algorithms for learning models
reflecting specific aspects not considered so far. Note that the
information model has only to be adapted during plant evo-
lution when new signals of relevant types are added, signals
are removed from the plant, or if their semantics are changed.

5.2 Learning Knowledge Models

The current state of the system is given by the I/O-vector
of the system which contains the state of each binary sen-
sor and actuator signal. Each state which can be represented
by the I/O vector is called a symbol and the set of all possi-
ble symbols (i.e. all states that have been observed) is called
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Table 1 General set of important signal types

Signal type Explanation Example

A.WPHold Actuator to hold or grap a workpiece Pneumatic grapper on/off

A.WPModify Actuator to modify a workpiece Drilling machine on/off

A.Toolchange Actuator to change a tool in a machine Rotate machine tool magazine

A.Move Actuator to move a resource Motor on/off to rotate a turntable

A.State Actuator to change the state of a resource Motor to move a machine

S.State Sensor to describe the state of a resource Respond of a motor on/off

S.Position Sensor to describe a machine’s position Limit switch

S.WPIdentify Sensor to identify workpiece types Inductive sensor to distinguish metallic/non-metallic workpieces

S.WPDetect Sensor to detect presence of a workpiece Lightbarrier

S.WPHold Sensor to indicate a resource holding a workpiece Sensor response of a grapper holding a workpiece

Auxiliary Signals to be not further considered Actuator switching signal lamp on/off

the alphabet of the system. Furthermore, adding the timing
information for each event results in a timed alphabet con-
taining pairs of symbols and corresponding timing attributes
(see [39] for further details).

Based on the recorded event traces and the semantics given
in the information model, knowledge models are learned
which represent the same timed alphabet as the observed
system. The advantage of using added signal semantics is
the possibility to divide the I/O vector of the plant into sub-
vectors that only contain specific signal semantics and reflect
accordingly specific parts and specific aspects of the plant.
Exploiting the signal semantics can thus lift the semantic
meaning of a learned model to a higher level of abstrac-
tion and the models can be analyzed on a higher semantic
level.

Since Petri nets are widely used for different tasks during
the life cycle of manufacturing plants and different learning
algorithms already exist which create Petri nets from event
traces (see Sect. 2), Petri nets are chosen as suitable mod-
elling language for the approach.Themain advantage to other
description languages is the capability of efficiently depict-
ing concurrency (cf. [28]) and, accordingly, material flow in
production systems (cf. [12,25]). Two types of models are
learned. One type represents the full behavior of single tech-
nical resources. In other words, they contain and combine all
I/O events of signals belonging to the corresponding techni-
cal resource. They describe the state behavior of machines
(or other technical resources) and are hence called machine
state Petri nets (MSPN). Most of the properties of interest
are related to the material flow in the manufacturing sys-
tem. Therefore, material flow Petri nets (MFPN) are also
learned to capture the routing of workpieces and the cor-
responding time behavior. MSPN could also be modelled in
anothermodelling language for discrete event systems. How-
ever, to keep modelling compatible, Petri nets have been
chosen as base modelling language for MSPN as well as
MFPN.

For each model to be learned just a subset of the recorded
events is required. To automatically select the right signals,
some rules are defined on the signal semantics as follows:

(1) Exclude all signals of type Auxiliary
(2) Divide the event trace according to the signal’s affiliation

to the topology in the information model
(3) For MFPN learning, only consider events from signals

with type S.WPDetect and S.WPIdentify

Further rules can easily be defined on the information model
to extract other information. In [27], for example, it is shown
how furthermaterial flow relevant information can be created
by rule based combination of events from signals of type
S.WPHold and S.Position.

In the following subsections, the model definitions for
MSPN and MFPN are given, and the fundamental ideas
of the learning algorithms are discussed. More information
on these algorithms can be found in [25,28]. How knowl-
edge models can be represented in a flexible and with the
plant co-evolving software environment has been shown in
[21].

5.2.1 Machine State Petri Nets

A MSPN is a Petri net P, T, F where P is the set of places,
T is the set of transitions, and F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is
the set of directed arcs between places and transitions. Each
transition t ∈ T is annotated with a set of events ẽ j which is a
subset of the recorded event trace Ei . Here, the index i refers
to the i th resource in the information model and Ei, accord-
ingly, only contains events related to that technical resource,
which can be distinguished as a result of the preprocessing
steps explained above. Further, to cover a wide set of char-
acteristics that can be extracted from the event traces each
transition is annotatedwith a 5-tuple dmin, dmax , μ, σ, n. The
elements are:
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Fig. 4 Schema of a conveyor

dmin : Minimum activation duration of t
dmax : Maximum activation duration of t
μ : Mean value of activation duration of t
σ : Standard deviation of activation duration of t
n: Number of firings of t during observation

TheMSPN learning algorithm is based on the causality spec-
ification defined byLefebvre and Leclercq [31].Moreover, to
meet the specific needs of our approach, some modifications
and extensions have been made.

In a first step Ei is further preprocessed. To do so, a timing
threshold Tthresh = u · Tsample as a multiple of the sampling
time during event recording is defined. The sampling time
is usually restricted by the data recorder and the communi-
cation protocol used to record the event trace. All events in
Ei occurring within a time interval smaller or equal to this
threshold are summarized to a combined event. This avoids
an increase ofmodel complexity due to unprecise and scatter-
ing timestamps. However, it has to be taken into account that
dynamics with timing equal or less Tthresh are not correctly
captured by the resulting model.

Subsequently, in step 2, a Petri net is generated from the
event trace, following the causality specification by Lefeb-
vre and Leclercq in [31]. The output is an incidence matrix
describing a state graph Petri net.

To avoid behavior of the MSPN which contradicts the
fact that a signal can just toggle between its two states (i.e.
the high state and low state of a signal), further places are
added to theMSPN in step 3. For each signal contained in the
MSPN, two places representing its high state and low state
are added. Arcs are created such that for every low event of
a signal, a mark is transported from its high-state place to its
low-state place and vice versa. As a result, the permissivity
of the model is reduced by exploiting that binary signals can
just toggle between their two states.

In a last step (4), the 5-tuples to be annotated on the tran-
sitions are calculated from the event trace.

As an example from the case study, Fig. 4 shows the
schema of Conveyor 3.3, a conveyor in front of a machine
tool. If the conveyor is requested, it starts transporting by
activating actuator B3_A12 until a workpiece is recognized
by sensor B3_S09. The conveyor stops, the workpiece is
processed, and once it is finished, the conveyor starts again,
and the workpiece is transported to the end of the conveyor.
Table 2 shows a part of the recorded event trace for the con-
veyor.

Table 2 Part of the recorded eventtrace

Timestamp in ms ‘Signal’ Value

388400 ‘B3_A12’ 1

389976 ‘B3_S09’ 1

389992 ‘B3_A12’ 0

398088 ‘B3_A12’ 1

398244 ‘B3_S09’ 0

399430 ‘B3_A12’ 0

After the outlined learning algorithmwith Tthresh = 60ms
has been executed, the model as shown in Fig. 5 is generated.
The left part of Fig. 5 shows the net generated after perform-
ing steps 1 and 2. Due to the combination of events which
occur within Tthresh , the rising edge event of B3_S09 and
the falling edge event of B3_A12 are combined to one event
(compare line 2 and 3 in Table 2 as well as T2 in Fig. 5).
The upper left part shows the places generated by step 3 and
how they are connected to the transitions. Since these places
have a specific meaning (step 3 above) the signal-state they
describe is annotated. Note that the transitions are the same
as in the left part of Fig. 5. They are just depicted anew for
a better comprehension. The table in the lower right part of
Fig. 5 shows the annotations of the transitions.

AMSPN can be interpreted as a stochastic timed automa-
ton. Since the generated Petri net without the part imposing
signal toggling is a state graph Petri net (i.e. there is only one
token in the net and each transition has exactly one incoming
and one outgoing arc) it can also directly be transformed into
an automaton, cf. [12]. The part imposing signal toggling is
just prohibiting some possible state transitions and enhances
the state space by adding the signal states. Probabilities are
given by the number of firings (n). If there is any choice in
the net, the probabilities can be calculated by the relation of
numbers of firings. As a consequence, all analysis algorithms
for stochastic timed automata (see e.g. [54]) can also be used
for MSPNs.

5.2.2 Material Flow Petri Nets

As mentioned before, many properties of interest depend on
the material flow in manufacturing systems. Therefore, Petri
nets reflecting the material flow shall be learned from the
event trace. The resulting nets are called material flow Petri
nets (MFPN) and depict possible routes in the system, the
transportation time between any two points (sensors) in the
system as well as which workpiece types take which routes.
To be able to reflect all these information,MFPNs are defined
as follows (for more detailed information, we refer to [25]).

AMFPN is a Petri net P, T, F where transitions are anno-
tated with signal names (of type WPDetect, see Sect. 5.1).
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Fig. 5 Resulting MSPN of the conveyor

Marks in a MFPN represent workpieces. Transitions rep-
resent positions in front of a sensor and places represent
positions between sensors. To analyze the transport times
and cover a wide set of characteristics extractable from the
event trace, each transition is annotated with one or more
6-tuples dmin, dmax , μ, σ, n, ident . The elements are

dmin : Minimum transport duration
dmax : Maximum transport duration

μ : Mean value of transport duration
σ : Standard deviation of transport duration
n: Number of firings during observation

ident: Vector of signals identifying types of workpieces
(signal type WPIdentify, see Sect. 5.1)

For each different workpiece type, described by the vector
ident,2 one 6-tuple is annotated in order to be able to express
the material flow for each workpiece type separately. Trans-
portation duration means the duration a workpiece needs to
pass the sensor providing the annotated signal, i.e. the time
the signalWPDetect is “high” due to one passing workpiece.
Transitions have exactly one incoming arc and one outgo-
ing arc (i.e. MFPNs are state graph Petri nets). To be able
to unambiguously depict the material flow, places can have
several incoming arcs or several outgoing arcs, but not both

2 Ident may be a barcode or RFID number or a set of signals which
identify workpieces e.g. by material, such as inductive sensors do.

(see [25] for a discussion of this detail). Places and/or arcs are
also annotated with the 6-tuple given above, but according
to the transport duration between sensors. Whether a place
or an arc is annotated depends on the number of incoming
and outgoing arcs of a place: if a place has several incoming
arcs, each incoming arc is annotated; if it has several out-
going arcs, the outgoing arcs are annotated; otherwise, the
place itself is annotated.

Before generating the MFPN, the event trace is pre-
processed as depicted in Fig. 6. First, the trace is separated
according to the events’ affiliation to the equipment on the
lowest level of the information model, and all non-relevant
events (i.e. events of signals which are not of typeWPDetect
or WPIdentify) are filtered out. Subsequently, the events are
assigned to workpiece instances. That is, it has to be identi-
fied which events are triggered by the same workpieces and
which are triggered by different ones. This is done by ana-
lyzing the time stability between events. If same events are
triggered several times in a stable time difference, they are
assigned to same workpiece instances. After IDs have been
assigned for the equipment, these IDs have to be merged to
“global” plant-wide IDs. This is done similarly to assigning
local IDs. For each event of a technical resource, the chrono-
logically last events of each ID are taken and first events of
other resources are searched, with a stable time difference.

To show an example, the subsystems SS1 and SS2 of
the case study are considered, as depicted in Fig. 7. Work-
pieces entering the plant are firstly detected by sensorB1_S02
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Fig. 6 Process of assigning workpiece instances to events for generating MFPNs

Fig. 7 Schematic of SS1 and SS2 of the example case study

and transported forward. Reed-contact sensors B1_S04 and
B1_S05 are used to identify workpiece types. Workpieces
of Type 1 trigger none of the sensors, and workpieces of
Type 2 trigger both. On the first turntable, the workpieces
are sorted: Workpieces of Type 1 are transported upwards
(triggering sensors B2_S07, B2_S08, and B2_S03) and are
sorted out at the upper turntable. Workpieces of Type 2 are
transported forward to SS3 via B2_S09 and B2_S10.

Subsequently to assigning workpiece instances to events,
a place-transition chain is generated for each ID. In a next
step, the chains are combined in such a way that the number
of places and transitions is minimized and the net still fulfills
the definition given above. As a last step, time differences
are calculated and annotated, as well as the corresponding
identification signals. For more details, see [25].

Executing the outlined learning algorithm delivers a
MFPN as partially shown in Fig. 8. Note that only some
annotations (shown in braces) are exemplarily depicted and
all timings (i.e. dmin, dmax , μ and σ) are given in millisec-
onds. As mentioned in Sect. 4, the event trace for the case
study stems from a test run in which 6 workpieces have been
processed by the plant. Three of them did not trigger any
identification sensor and the other three triggered B1_S04 as
well as B1_S05. In the MFPN this can be seen by the dif-
ferent ident vectors [0 0] and [1 1]. Transportation durations

(in terms of mean and standard deviation, min, or max) can
be calculated from that graph. Also the distinct routing of
the two workpiece types can clearly be seen at the outgoing
arcs of P6. Moreover, it can be seen that workpieces of Type
1 (detected as [0 0]) rest longer in front of sensor B2_S06
than those of Type 2 (on average, 1560 instead of 260 ms).
The reason is that the turntable has to turn by 90◦ before
workpieces of Type 1 can be transported further to B2_S07.

5.3 Detecting Changes

The learned MSPN and MFPN models are used for anom-
aly detection. This is mainly done to automatically capture
changes in the plant behavior. To do so, an anomaly detec-
tion engine observes the I/O-events of the system during
runtime and compares the plant behavior with the behav-
ior of the learned models. If an event has been observed that
contradicts the timed alphabet of the model (i.e. it contra-
dicts the timed alphabet of the system behavior observed
to generate the models), an anomaly has been detected
cf. [39]. The following anomalies can be detected with
MSPNs:

– An event occurs and there is no activated transition in the
models with this event annotated
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Fig. 8 Partial MFPN of example case study

– An event occurs and there is an activated transition with
this event annotated but the activation time is less than
its annotated dmin

– The activation time of a transition is longer than its anno-
tated dmax

– In case of several post-transitions of one place: The ratio
of firings (determined by the annotated number of firings
during observation, n) changes dramatically (i.e. is 10
times higher or lower as given by the annotations)

In addition, the following anomalies can be detected in the
material flow with a MFPN:

– A rising edge of a signal occurs but there is no activated
transition with that signal annotated

– An event occurs and there is an activated transition with
this event annotated, but the activation time is less than
the annotated dmin of its preplace

– A transition is longer activated than the annotated dmax

of its preplace
– A falling edge occurs, but the time difference between the
corresponding rising edge and the falling edge is less than
dmin of an activated transition with this signal annotated

– A transition is activated and the rising edge of its anno-
tated signal has been observed butmore than its annotated
dmax ago

– A workpiece has already been passing all identification
sensors, but passes a transition, place, or arc without its
identification code annotated

Obviously, not all changes in the plant behavior originate
from intended changes. Therefore, the detected changes
should be presented to an operator who is able to decide
if the change is due to an intended plant modification or
due to erroneous behavior. In case of intended (or accept-
able) behavior changes, the models can be automatically
adapted or learned anew and analyzed in order to show the
consequences of the changes in terms of high-level process
properties.

5.4 Analyzing the Models

The learned MSPN and MFPN models can be analyzed in
two ways. Firstly, they can be validated formally by check-
ing typical properties of discrete event models. MSPNs and
MFPNs have, due to the learning algorithms used to cre-
ate them, specific structures. Therefore, general statements
can be made on those properties which are discussed in the
following subsection. In addition, the aimed extraction of
process properties can be done which is exemplarily shown
subsequently.

5.4.1 Formal Analysis

Discrete event systems in general and Petri netmodels partic-
ularly can be analyzed regarding some common properties.
To do so, standard algorithms for Petri nets and other discrete
event models can be used as e.g. given in [10,12,54]. In case
of MSPNs and MFPNs, their specific structures given by
the learning algorithms allow general statements about these
properties. These are discussed in the following.

MSPN As stated in Sect. 5.2.1 MSPN models are initially
generated as state graph Petri nets by the learning algorithm,
i.e. each transition has exactly one incoming arc and one out-
going arc. The part of the MSPN generated to impose signal
toggling always adds onemarked preplace and one unmarked
postplace for each annotated event. As a result, every transi-
tion has always exactly as many incoming arcs as outgoing
arcs. Consequently, there will be no token splitting or merg-
ing and no token generation or removal. In other words, the
unity vector is always a valid place invariant. Therefore, it
can generally be stated that the number of states of a MSPN
is finite, i.e. their reachability graph is finite and the model
is bounded and stable.
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As a second important fact, it is assumed, that the observed
system shows repetitive and cyclic behavior (see Sect. 3.1)
which is given for real manufacturing systems andmachines.
Thus, the learnedMSPNwill also show cyclic behavior with-
out any deadlocks. If startup behavior has been observed
during learning which is not part of the cyclic behavior, the
states of the startup behavior will not be reachable once the
model passed those states. However all places and transitions
which are part of the cyclic behavior are live and only those
are of interest when analyzing the models regarding process
properties.

MFPN MFPN are not cyclic. They rather describe different
paths of workpieces through the system from a stage entry,
(modelled as transition reflecting the first sensed position
of a workpiece) to one or more end positions (modelled as
places after the last sensed position, see also the example
shown in Fig. 8). Every time a new workpiece enters the
plant, a new token is generated. Accordingly, the net is not
bounded since it can generate an infinite number of tokens.
Since it also has no initial marking, resp. the initial marking
is a zero vector, a MFPN cannot be reversible. On the other
hand all transitions and places are always alive and there are
no deadlocks possible because there is no restriction on the
capacity of places.

5.4.2 Process Property Extraction

The learned knowledgemodels are analyzed in order to deter-
mine process and plant properties as an evaluation basis for
performed changes. MSPN and MFPN allow determining a
variation of properties. To do so the structure of the knowl-
edge models as well as their behavior (i.e. the annotations) is
analyzed. Also the semantics given in the information model
are used to interpret the models regarding the desired prop-
erties. To show how this is implemented, the analysis of the
properties throughput rate and process flexibility introduced
in Sect. 3.2 is explained in the following. In addition, the
property values are calculated for the case study.

Throughput Rate The throughput rate as described in
Sect. 3.2.1 can be calculated by analyzing an MFPN and the
filtered event trace used for generating theMFPN (see Fig. 6).
To determine the overall production duration, the time differ-
ence between the first event and the last event in the trace is
calculated. The filtered trace is used because it only contains
events of signals which detect workpieces. Accordingly, the
calculated time is the time difference between the first work-
piece being detected and the last workpiece being released
from the plant. For the case study, a production timeof 542.6 s
has been calculated.

To calculate the number of produced goods per product
type, at first all places without outgoing arcs are taken and

the number of firings of their pretransitions are summed up
for each product type. This procedure could calculate suc-
cessfully that there have been three Type 1 workpieces ([0
0]) and 3 Type 2 workpieces ([1 1]) being produced. Out of
these numbers the throughput rate could be calculated:

T R = 6WP
542.6 s

= 39.8
WP
h

(3)

By summing up all mean timings of each workpiece type,
the mean production duration for one product of each type
can be calculated. If workpieces of a type can take sev-
eral routes through the system, i.e. there are different graph
branches with that workpiece type annotated, the summands
have to be weighted with the number of firings n annotated
and divided by the overall sum of annotated n. For the case
study, the algorithm calculated a mean production duration
of 65.5 s for Type 1 workpieces and 126.2 s for Type 2 work-
pieces.

Process Flexibility Recalling Sect. 3.2.2, the number of
processing machines in the plant, their assignment to prod-
uct types, and the set of operations needed to produce each
product type are needed to calculate a property value for the
process flexibility.

The number of processing machines can be determined
by determining the number of learned MSPNs which con-
tain at least one event of signals with type A.WPModify (see
Sect. 5.2). In the case study these are 3 MSPNs, respectively
processing machines.

To assign product types to machines the event traces are
checked for invariants between true states of the signals of
type A.WPModify and true states of sensed positions. Since
a workpiece has to be detected before being processed, for
each A.WPModify signal there is a sensed position that is
true whenever the A.WPModify-signal is true. This is also
shown on Fig. 9 which shows the MFPN of the case study
example from SS1 to SS3. Here, only the annotations n and
ident are shown for simplicity since the timing information is
not necessary for calculating the process flexibility. The high
state of the Signal B3_S09 correlates with the high state of
one signal with type A.WPModify which is contained in the
MSPN of machine M1. Accordingly, it can be deduced that
modification of a workpiece by the machine represented by
the respective MSPN is done whenever the workpiece is at
positionB3_S09. TheMFPN shows, that all threeworkpieces
of Type 2 (ident = [1 1]) pass this position and that all other
workpieces did not pass any position which correlates with
an A.WPModify signal. Furthermore, it could be identified
that Type 2 workpieces pass always exactly the same three
processing machines.

The set of operations is estimated by the set of processing
machines a workpiece passes in the MFPN. Accordingly, we
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Fig. 9 Partial MFPN to calculate process flexibility

can describe the abstract set of operations as [O1 O2 O3] each
performed by one of the machines.

From the analysis results we can determine all variables
needed to calculate formula (2) and finally formula (1) for the
product mix flexibility response (see Sect. 3.2.2) as follows:

Set of machines (number of MSPNs containing a signal
with type A.WPModify):

m = 3

Number of product types (number of different ident-
vectors in the MFPN):

n = 2

Set of operations per product type (number of processing
machines passed by each product type in the MFPN):

T1 = φ

T2 = [O1 O2 O3]

Probability of product type k being processed onmachine
j(pkj ):

p11 = p12 = p13 = 0

p21 = p22 = p23 = 1

Inserting these values into formulas (1) and (2) results in a
value of 0 for the product mix flexibility response telling that
there are no operations which can be used for production of
several product types.

Beside those properties discussed above, further proper-
ties can be determined by analyzing MFPNs and MSPNs.
Examples are the number of routes a workpiece can take
through the system by determining all possible graph
brancheswith a given ident annotated, the time a value adding
activity is performed by summing up all timings a signal of
type A.WPModifywas true, or the number of routing connec-
tions between machines.

6 Summary and Outlook

Keeping documentation up-to-date is a challenging task
when considering production plants which are evolving
over time. Without up-to-date formal models it is difficult,
resource intensive, and error prone to analyze production
processes, especially in terms of non-functional high-level
properties. Approaches either consider analyzing manually
created models on a high level of semantic abstraction or
generating models from observations which are less inter-
pretable. This paper presented an approach trying to glue both
worlds. To do so, an information modelling approach is used
to add semantics to I/O signals of PLCs controlling the plants.
This requires more manual effort than learning without a pri-
ori information, as e.g. done in fault detection approaches.
However, the manual effort is moderate in our approach, and
the gained value is significant. We have shown how observed
event traces of manufacturing systemswith two state discrete
input and output signals combinedwith an informationmodel
can be used to learn models reflecting specific aspects of the
system. Particularly, we have shown how different models
are learned for a laboratory case study plant. Learned models
reflect the behavior of single production equipment (machine
state Petri nets) as well as thematerial flowwithin the system
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(material flow Petri net). Based on these models, changes in
the behavior of the system can be detected. In combination
with the information model, it is possible to determine actual
values of high-level properties such as KPIs or flexibility
measures as shown in this paper.

Future work will be on reducing the manual effort needed
for the approach and further generalizing the proposed algo-
rithms and methods. Engineering tools and documents may
be a suitable source for data needed to reduce the man-
ual effort for creating the information model. To capture
other classes of production plants, such as hybrid plants or
continuous process plants, further model types are needed
and learning algorithms and analysis algorithms have to be
developed or adapted from other approaches. Suitable learn-
ing algorithms could be those presented in [36] to generate
timed hybrid automata for plants with discrete and continu-
ous dynamics and one of the many already existing machine
learning algorithms for continuous dynamics as e.g. pre-
sented in [1]. Another way could be the extraction of specific
events to be generated by the continuous signal. However,
it has to be examined which semantics should be given to
signals with continuous dynamics such that the resulting
models can be analyzed regarding high-level properties of
interest. Therefore, it has to be determined which general
properties are of interest for continuous and hybrid produc-
tion systems. Further generalization of the approach includes
considering uncertain system behavior, i.e. behavior that is
not directly observable. One approach could be to generate
fuzzy automata (cf. [14]). To do so, suitable learning algo-
rithms have to be found and fuzzy analysis of the resulting
models should be examined as well as anomaly detection for
those models.

In addition, more complex case studies will be carried
out in order to evaluate and improve current algorithms and
methods. For an efficient evolution support, a fast adaptation
of the knowledgemodels should be possible, instead of learn-
ing them again from scratch. Therefore, methods have to be
found which allow an incremental adaptation of MSPNs and
MFPNs.
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